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Focusing on tourist guidebooks to Cuba during the Long 1920s, this paper critically examines the ways in which Cuban women featured in tourist guidebooks authored by Americans. Using the tourist guidebook as a tool of analysis, the touristic
power dynamic in Cuba is complicated by emphasizing the roles of guidebooks
in the industry’s construction. By looking at instances of gendered and exoticized
language as well as specific references to Cuban women in romantic and sexual
contexts, this paper demonstrates the ways in which tourist guidebooks utilized
gender, sex, and ethnic appearance as key attractions in selling Cuba as a pleasure
paradise. The choice to represent Cuban women in specifically sexualized terms is
also situated within the perspective of the US imperial dynamic, paying attention
to how American men influenced the portrayal of Cuban women for the benefit of
the burgeoning tourism industry.
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1926 American tourist guidebook to Cuba waxes poetic about the
myriad reasons why a traveller might choose to visit. It includes the basic
assurances that “travel is cheap, easy, and safe,” “American money is used
and much English is spoken,” and “people [are] friendly and helpful.”1 Following
these guarantees that the tourist’s needs for safety and familiarity would be met,
the guide also promises “there is much of touristic value to be seen in small compass, where unusual and unexpected pleasures await the traveler.”2 The guide does
not define these “unusual and unexpected pleasures,” but readers might draw connections to later sections in the guide featuring, among other attractions, Cuban
women. The guidebook features descriptions of physical attributes of women from
different parts of the island, phrases to use to charm a lady, and where to find the
island’s red-light district, alongside sections on food and transportation. These “unusual and unexpected pleasures,” then, were likely describing more than just the
island’s unique terrain and Caribbean cuisine.
While the emphasis on Cuba’s ability to please the tourist demonstrated the
island’s newfound popularity as the North American tropical playground by the
1920s, much of this perceived pleasure came from the depiction of the Cuban
woman in tourist promotional materials such as guidebooks. These texts sold the
island to male travellers in search of foreign adventures, both through gendered,
hedonistic language and in explicit descriptions of the types of women Cuba had
on offer. This paper critically examines tourist guidebooks to gain a deeper understanding of how American guidebook authors used Cuban women to market Cuba
as a tourist paradise.3 In addition, this paper situates these guidebook representations within a colonial perspective, exploring the power dynamic between foreign
men and local women amidst the wider context of US hegemony over Cuba. By
looking at tourist guidebooks dating from 1918 to 1926, this paper will demonstrate how their authors represented Cuban women as sexualized, exoticized beings
to market Cuba as a top travel site. Through their representation in tourism advertising, Cuban women became just another tool to promote Cuba as a “pleasure
island,” while their own role in these representations was ambiguous, if not absent
entirely. The choice of guidebook authors to represent Cuba and its women in such
gendered, sensualized terms demonstrates the importance of the sexual narrative
to the economics of the tourism industry, providing a clearer understanding of
how gender and sexuality function in the production of guidebooks and under the
neo-colonial setting of tourism.4
Few studies have thoroughly reviewed the growth and establishment of the
tourism industry in Cuba, as the majority of the literature focuses on tourism post1990.5 The standout monograph on the subject is Rosalie Schwartz’s Pleasure Island: Tourism and Temptation in Cuba, which follows the growth of the tourism
industry in Cuba and the way it evolved until the 1990s.6 Following similar histories of tourism, Schwartz examines the Cuban industry’s founding, peaks, and
declines, connecting its development to a variety of local and global factors.7 While
Schwartz’s study also engages with tourist promotional materials such as guidebooks in constructing its argument, it does not examine how guidebooks were con-
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structed for a tourist audience. Schwartz also does not apply a gendered approach
to her work, making only occasional reference to the sexualization of women in
touristic Havana. Focusing on one critical source base, this paper locates the Cuban
tourist industry in the context of the imperial and gendered power dynamics of the
Long 1920s.
“A complete and trustworthy Guidebook has become a necessity”: The Tourist
Guidebook as an Analytical Category8
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lthough many different types of promotional tourist materials
exist and form a part of the industry at large, this paper focuses on the American tourist guidebook as a means to understand Cuban tourism. The tourist guidebook as a genre of travel literature has a vivid history. Abridged travel suggestions
can be found in ancient literature from the Middle East and the Mediterranean.9
Guides about suggested routes and necessary etiquette also circulated in the age
of the Grand Tour, or the travel rite of passage engaged upon by elites in Europe
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. However, the tourist guidebook
did not emerge as a distinct genre until the rise of the package tour in the nineteenth century, alongside the general development of mass tourism. Improvements
in transportation technology brought people to destinations farther away in shorter times than ever before. Emergent middle-class populations around the globe,
but particularly in Europe and the United States, developed new ideas of health,
leisure, and culture that drew them beyond their native lands. Finally, imperialism
in the nineteenth century inspired more Europeans and Americans to travel into
the lands they colonized, thereby facilitating the growth of tourism industries. The
oft-cited example of British-controlled Egypt and its connection to the Thomas
Cook enterprise demonstrates how tourism could fall under the imperial toolkit as
a means of cultural control, connecting the business of tourism with the apparatus
of the colonial state.10
Tourist guidebooks were born out of the demand for accessible, affordable destination knowledge, and took off in earnest in the early nineteenth century. Publishing pioneers such as John Murray in Britain and Karl Baedeker in the German Rhineland gained notoriety for producing pocket-sized informative guides
on specific routes or locations, opening a new market for travellers with the means
for mobility in search of concise, trustworthy books to take on their journeys.11
Guidebooks indeed often functioned alongside other types of travel literature, such
as travel writings and advertisements published in newspapers and magazines, to
provide would-be travellers with both the incentive and the information to undertake trips of their own. By the beginning of the twentieth century, guidebooks were
a veritable literary genre, relied on by travellers and published by those seeking
profit and recognition.
Scholars have frequently used guidebooks to explore sociohistorical elements
of the tourist experience and the ways in which particular destinations were framed
for foreign eyes.12 They often factor as primary sources in a variety of studies, but
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have only recently been critically examined as an analytical category themselves.13
In these studies, the guidebook has been separated from other types of tourist literature, such as travel writing and short-form advertisements, distinguished by its
audience, format, and intended use. Guidebooks were not written for local inhabitants and instead typically catered to foreigners. Moreover, they were often written by authors who spoke the tourist’s language, on both literal and cultural levels.
Guidebooks existed as tentative roadmaps for how to navigate a new place, with
specific instructions or suggestions on what to see and how to see it. Finally, guidebooks also acted as both explicit and implicit curations of a foreign place. They
included detailed information on a destination’s history, culture, and people, constructing a specific vision of an area the traveller expected to see upon their arrival.
In this way, guidebooks helped cultivate a national identity, and encouraged tourists to contend with the things that made their destination foreign and unfamiliar.
In other words, guidebooks not only guided tourists on their pursuits for leisure
abroad, but also constructed difference, positioning tourists in opposition to the
people and cultures they would encounter.14
Utilizing the guidebook as an object of analysis allows us to explore the intricacies of the tourism dynamic in greater detail, particularly when it comes to tourism
as a form of power relations. While early literature understood tourism through a
bipolar power structure between “hosts” and “guests,” recent scholarship has diversified the perspective of who wields power within a touristic setting.15 Rather
than focusing solely on travellers and locals, some have argued for the inclusion of
a third group: brokers, or any individuals, mechanisms, or larger entities involved
as middlemen within the business of tourism.16 This would necessitate the integration of guiding materials into the evaluation of power, as Erik Cohen has argued in
his work on the role of tourist guides.17 Tourist guidebooks fit seamlessly into this
discussion: their role as intermediary between tourists and destinations negotiates
the relationships between them, while also serving as an extension of power, arming the tourist with knowledge and images of their travel destination.
Understanding that guidebooks contribute to and uphold touristic power
structures, guidebooks can then be read as discursive materials that are part of
larger processes, including imperialism. Historians of tourism have long argued
that tourism and imperialism are simultaneous developments of modernity, as they
embolden and fortify each other; once an area has been colonized, tourism industries accommodating foreigners easily follow.18 This was true in Cuba, where the
tourism industry developed alongside growing US influence in the country following Cuba’s independence from Spain. Schwartz’s study details the role of American
capital in developing the tourism industry, and as Christine Skwiot has shown, the
promotion of tourism to Cuba was a key facet of the American imperialistic program.19 Although the US did not formally colonize Cuba, American influence and
power had concrete implications for the development of tourism to the island, and
American writers, proprietors, and companies created many of the promotional
materials for tourism. Cuba’s tourism industry was thus designed within “the fabric
of the colonial,” demonstrating how tourism functions as an expression of neo-col-
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onialism.20 As such, by encouraging the exploration of faraway destinations under
the political and economic control of their home government, guidebooks facilitate
the cultural colonialism that tourism enables.21
Tourist guidebooks can also be read as critical representations of gender and
sexuality. Understanding gender as a continually negotiated social performance,
where roles both signify power and structure ways of being, tourist guidebooks
often both implicitly and explicitly used gender and (hetero)sexuality to reinforce
the tourist’s authority in a new destination.22 Guidebooks catered specifically towards the needs of the male traveller, emphasizing his comfort, pleasure, and control even in the most foreign of locations.23 Language that gendered and exoticized
the tourist experience—emphasizing romantic, alluring destinations that were
available to be explored, penetrated, or conquered—further promoted a dynamic which positioned masculine domination over feminine submission.24 Given the
image of Cuba as a pleasure island, or later as the “brothel of the Caribbean,” there
is a need for a more critical, historicized analysis of gender and sex in Cuban tourism. Schwartz’s examination of pleasure focuses on class, exploring how wealth and
class status were connected to the pursuit of pleasure for bourgeois Americans.25
But pleasure, similar to other emotions, is a highly gendered concept, suggesting
romantic and sexual fulfillment, as defined from a male perspective. By deconstructing the imperialist, gendered, and exoticized nature of tourist guidebooks
to Cuba, one can unveil the underpinnings of the tourist industry’s rise and the
impact of guides and brokers in creating images of the Caribbean for American
consumption.
Standard Guide to Cuba, 1918: Cuban Women as Tourist Attractions
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he tourism industry in Cuba developed initially rather slowly,
owing to violent conflict and a lack of touristic infrastructure in the mid- to
late-nineteenth century.26 In spite of these obstacles, however, some Americans
still made the journey. Individuals with chronic illnesses occasionally made trips
to Havana and the Cuban inland for purposes of recuperation.27 As they did so,
they established connections with wealthy plantation owners and created demand
for improved travel conditions through their travel accounts, which, as Richard
Morris argues, facilitated the birth of the tourist industry in Cuba at-large.28 As
wealthy Americans increasingly pursued travel in the United States and beyond,
and as their trust in travel literature increased, the Caribbean island soon became
a destination of interest.29
Only after the Cuban independence of 1898, and the subsequent American
military and political interventions, did tourism brokers begin to transform the
island. Changes came rapidly in the period between 1907 and 1919, with real estate
developers and politicians seeking to take advantage of potential financial gains.30
In just over a decade, the Cuban state, in cooperation with foreign investors and
tycoons, implemented new developments to accommodate tens of thousands of
prospective visitors. For example, new luxury hotels sprang up across Havana,
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boasting hot water and electricity for all rooms as a result of public works projects
designed to make Cuba a more comfortable travel destination.31 Improvements to
the island’s transportation infrastructure and sanitation were explicitly billed by
the Cuban government as not only beneficial for Cubans, but also in support of the
tourism initiative.32 Railways and steamship companies also increasingly promoted
voyages to the island, emphasizing the fast, enjoyable experience of taking a wellequipped, modern vessel.33 Journeys to Cuba from ports in New York and Florida
provided ease of access for urban travellers, who could expect a certain standard
of comfort from established transportation lines backed by American and foreign
financiers. It was these investments and collaborations, spurred on by American
capitalists and the Cuban government, that allowed for Cuba to be made into a
holiday destination, whilst also further embedding the US into the island’s economic structure.
US influence in Cuba at the beginning of the twentieth century was heavy-handed, with military occupations and direct political interference under the guise of the
Platt Amendment.34 The US also exerted influence in Cuba’s legal debates over the
growth of tourism, specifically regarding proposed legislation to increase the con-
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struction of leisure sites such as casinos. A so-called “Monte Carlo bill” introduced
in 1910 was met with widespread disapproval from the US, the tension of which
contributed to the bill’s ultimate failure.35 For the most part, however, American influence in the growth of Cuban tourism favoured its development, with US investors pouring money into buying up land, building new leisure sites, and improving
the material conditions of Havana in particular.36
As tourism promoters and the Cuban government primed the country for
visitors, tourist guidebooks began to cater to a larger market. Previous guidebooks to Cuba tended to be written for specific kinds of tourists—the wealthy Havana-goer, the adventure-seeker, or the “invalid”—and they offered scant, outdated
advice, often combining Cuba with other Caribbean islands.37 Newer versions of
guidebooks instead emphasized the changing political situation since Cuban independence (and American interference) and improved infrastructure that allowed
for more extensive travel. The Standard Guide to Cuba, published by two American
proprietors who organized tourist activities in Cuba, was one such guide that met
this need.38 The guide was written by Charles Reynolds, one half of the Foster and
Reynolds publishing duo, who had been publishing the Standard Guide since at
least 1905.39 At under 200 pages and costing only 50 American cents, the guide
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was intended to function as an easy-to-consult, inexpensive overview of Cuba, to
prepare the tourist for travel abroad, and to inspire interest and intrigue in the
destination.
As a guidebook, the Standard Guide lives up to its name, providing a standard
overview of Cuba for a general audience. It contains concise yet detailed descriptions of the island’s history, and provides cultural tidbits appropriate to the traveller,
from stories on Havana in the days of Spanish rule to the increasingly popular pastime of baseball.40 The guide appealed to the tourist who was comfortable but still
careful to find the best value, since it notes the prices of rail tickets while still featuring advertisements for goods such as pianos.41 It also presents the view that US
intervention in Cuba was not only for the best, but that it was supported by many
Cubans.42 In subtle ways, however, the guide seems to cater especially to the male
traveller. Although the guide contains two advertisements for women’s clothing, it
otherwise envisions its audience as primarily male, with the use of masculine pronouns in conjunction with “the traveller.” The guide also describes the island using
exoticized language, presenting it as “seductive,” “soft and balmy,” and “alluring and
delightful.”43
Other sections of the guide explicitly discuss Cuban women, further connecting the romance of the island to the “pretty girls” who inhabited it.44 Alongside
a note on the common behaviour of leaving windows open for the circulation of
air, for example, the authors state that this lifestyle “has an effect on the physique
of the people.”45 They suggest this sentiment is so common that it is “a subject of
frequent remark by travelers,” before then quoting a famous American poet, who
noted, “The girls as well as the young men have rather narrow shoulders, but as
they advance in life, the chest, in the women particularly, seems to expand from
year to year, till it attains an amplitude by no means common in our country.”46
This sensualized depiction of Cuban women entices the tourist by comparing their
bodies to those of women from their own country. By insisting that this observation about Cuban women’s physique was shared frequently by other presumably
male visitors, the guidebook sanctioned the tourist’s desires, thus inviting him to
experience Havana and its women for himself.
Scattered descriptions of Cuban women and their typical mannerisms also ap-
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pear throughout the guidebook. One such reference is part of a small section on the
behaviour of women who carried fans. The paragraph is mostly descriptive, elaborating on the various moods a lady might express by wielding a fan, but the authors
also note that “the language of the fan in the Cuban’s hand is an adroit and expressive pantomime that requires no foreign interpreter.”47 This suggests that a traveller
could expect to communicate easily with Cuban women, giving tourists in pursuit
of female company more reason to visit Havana. In case the subtle cues of the fan
were not enough, the guidebook also includes a small Spanish-English dictionary, which contains useful words and phrases for everyday encounters. However,
amidst the rather mundane sections like “Washing List” and “Food,” one section,
ambiguously titled “Personality,” offers an interesting set of vocabulary words. The
section, although short, features words such as una rubia (a blonde), tez blanca and
moreno (fair complexion and “swarthy”), and hermosa, bella, and bonita (beautiful
and pretty).48 The guidebook thus prepared the tourist with phrases that could be
useful in charming a Cuban woman, or in asking for a woman of a specific hair and
skin colour, all for his pursuit of pleasure. A tourist reading this guide could thus
feel at ease knowing Cuba and its women would be available for him to discover.
While the guide does not make many explicit reference to the diverse racial
makeup of the Cuban population, it does make one specific remark related to the
city of Camagüey.49 Described rather romantically in the guide as a destination of
“attractive pictures which lure the visitors to extended explorations,” the section
goes on to discuss race in Camagüey’s population.50 In particular, the guide notes
that Camagüey is one of the least racially mixed parts of the island, containing the
highest population of white settlers. Immediately following this information, the
guide also remarks that Camagüey is reputed for its “beautiful women, more than
any other town on the island.”51 Although the author does not make the connection explicit, the juxtaposition of these statements suggests that female beauty is
connected to whiteness. Such a statement, alongside other descriptions of Cuban
women, reflects the intended reader—an educated, upper middle-class American
male, who was curious enough about the alluring nature of the island but not yet
enticed by more blatant sexualization and exoticization.
The Standard Guide to Cuba is a concise advertisement for the island, focusing
on the most important details a traveller would need to know in planning a trip.
Suggestive references about white Cuban women are telling, as they demonstrate
the possibilities for romance and sex during travel, albeit in a veiled way. In this
regard, the guide contributed to the cultural colonization of Cuba, as it aimed to
open up the island for further visitors, with careful, deliberate details on romantic
encounters. Indeed, the Standard Guide provides a glimpse of what was to come
for promotional tourist materials to Cuba, as the tourism industry continued to
expand. Cuba’s passage of a tourism bill in 1919 allowed for the construction of
new lodgings, roads, and “recreational centers,” which encompassed, among other
things, movie houses and casinos.52 In addition, the bill established a committee for
the promotion of tourism known as the Cuban Tourism Commission, which was
made up of government officials, business proprietors, investors, and promoters,
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ensuring the island would continue to be marketed to wealthy Americans looking for pleasure abroad.53 Future marketing efforts continued to capitulate to the
desires of tourists, and as Cuba was increasingly identified with vices such as gambling and drinking into the 1920s, promotional materials used Cuban women to
tempt tourists and market the island.54
Terry’s Guide to Cuba, 1926: Selling Sex under the Sun
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y the mid-1920s, tourism to Cuba had increased rapidly, with the 1919
tourism bill incentivizing the construction of new leisure sites and easier travel
routes. The years between 1924 and 1931 saw the peak of early tourism in Cuba,
with the industry experiencing steady growth and revenue until the arrival of the
global economic depression.55 Americans were lured to Cuba for a variety of reasons, among them the steady economic boom in the US, which provided the middle and upper classes with an influx of cash to spend. Cuba was also elevated to
the spotlight after a series of particularly devastating weather seasons in Florida, a
previous hotspot for sun-seeking travellers.56 Hurricanes that destroyed and killed
thousands of people on the Florida coastline merely knocked over a few lampposts
in Havana, making it a more attractive destination for cautious visitors.57 Finally,
Americans could count on Cuba as a place where alcoholic drinks could be easily
procured, as Prohibition shuttered bars back home.58 As such, the development of
the industry was intricately linked to the emergent travel desires of an increasingly
mobile group of adventurous Americans.
The increase in the number of tourists travelling to Cuba during this time period—with statistics being unreliable, but suggesting vacationers exceeding hundreds of thousands in any given season—was not merely due to material improvements in Cuban touristic facilities or in conditions at home.59 Their arrival was
engineered in large part by the burgeoning market in travel literature, including
magazine columns, advertisements, and the now-ubiquitous guidebook.60 Articles
dedicated to selling Cuba as a must-see destination, promising lavish entertainment and picturesque sights, appeared frequently in the pages of popular travel
magazines. Stories of elegant social gatherings after a day at the horse track or of
ringing in a new year under the sun circulated widely in travel literature, luring
Americans with means to Havana and beyond.61
Although the audience of travel literature represents a broader demographic, as women were also fervid magazine readers, the ideal tourist in many guidebooks was still male and white. In his exemplary study of travel literature in early
twentieth-century Germany, Rudy Koshar highlights the proliferation of “by gaslight” guidebooks, which were designed for male travellers.62 Originating in the
mid-nineteenth century, these guides show the "underworld" of the city in question,
particularly its seedier spots and activities, catering specifically to businessmen on
sojourns in new locales. These guidebooks were especially popular in the Interwar
era, when leisure culture and changing perceptions of gender and sexual behavior
made seeking out romance and sex while travelling an especially exciting holiday
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venture. The Cuba of the 1920s, which had been primed for nearly two decades as
a site for pleasure, made a perfect destination for such “by gaslight” guidebooks.
It was in this context that Terry’s Guide to Cuba (1926) was published by the
major publishing company Houghton Mifflin, as part of a series of T. Philip Terry’s
travel guides for destinations ranging from Mexico to Japan.63 The Cuba guide, at
over 500 pages and costing $3.50, served as a comprehensive tool for Americans
planning a trip, from a name and imprint that might have been familiar to vacationers. Although more expensive than the Standard Guide, Terry’s Guide is packed
with information, including extensive sections on the history, art, culture, fauna,
and cuisine of Cuba, from Havana to lesser-known cities and towns. With plenty
of attention to money-saving tricks, it also appealed to the middle-class traveller,
suggesting that the market for tourist guidebooks was diversifying its audience by
seeking to accommodate differing types of individuals.
But if Terry’s Guide to Cuba appealed to a broader market, it still centred the
male American as its target audience. Like other tourist guides, the opening pages
offer brief glimpses of the various destinations a tourist might visit during his stay,
and all of these descriptions include alluring and sexually suggestive language.
For example, Terry recommends an area called the Isle of Pines, arguing that “No
traveler who loves romanticism and tropical beauty charmingly blended […] will
omit a visit.”64 Another site, Ancient Santiago, features as “one of the loveliest and
most romantically historic bays in the southern world, [and] possesses a lure which
the most blasé traveler finds difficulty in resisting.”65 Finally, for the athletically inclined, Terry suggests Pico de Turquino and its “virgin fields of such richness that a
long lifetime will not suffice to exhaust their interest.”66 The guidebook’s references
to an area’s romantic charm, its temptation and lure, and its unexplored potential
denote male desire. Even in its descriptions, the guidebook centres Cuba’s romantic
and sexual charms before it even mentions Cuban women.
Terry dedicates an entire section to “The Cuban People,” quickly jumping to a
discussion of Cuban women. This section sits between the typical topics of guidebooks, like recommendations for restaurants, travel routes, and public safety. The
paragraphs on Cuban women are mostly fawning, characterizing them as “noted
for their beauty, vivacity, and charm.”67 The descriptions focus almost entirely on
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their winsome appearances and affable personalities, providing an image to tourists of what may await them on their visit. Terry even includes a section on Cuban
women’s desires, describing them as fond of “bonbons, bright colours, music, dancing, and flowers” rather than the more scholarly pursuits of “books and reading.”68
Although the section aims to “correct” stereotypes about the Cuban woman,
portraying her as “by no means the passionate creature she is sometimes represented to be,” Terry goes on to detail when Cuban women become available for
romance.69 Immediately following a line on how the Cuban woman is maternal
and well-suited for marriage, Terry suggests that “In Cuba women mature early,
and at 16 the alluring tropical bud is ready to evolve into a winsome and adorable
flower.”70 He makes a similar comment on the sexual maturation of Cuban girls
later in the guide when describing the types of people the tourist might encounter
at a train station. Amidst a sea of colourful Cuban characters, Terry observes “that
under this quickening sun the Cuban girls are almost as generously developed at
14 as their pale Northern sisters are at 20, and also that genuine beauties are more
common than in the colder regions.”71 The obvious sexual connotations and the
depiction of Cuban women’s suitability for marriage and motherhood are striking
in a tourist guide. Terry’s remarks on the sexual availability of Cuban girls have
seemingly little to do with the typical tourist pursuits of sun and sand, but were still
considered important enough to note more than once in the guide. While other
sections throughout the book also focus on ostensibly non-essential information,
including those on art or national history, these deliberate representations of Cuban female sexuality sell the island to tourists seeking pleasures beyond alcoholic
beverages and late-night gambling.
The frequent references to Cuban women in Terry’s Guide to Cuba are also
punctuated by explicit discussions of their racial backgrounds. Although the Standard Guide is reticent to make remarks about non-white women, Terry’s Guide to
Cuba does not hesitate in using the image of La Mulata (the mixed-race woman)
to show off the island’s allure.72 The famous nineteenth-century Cuban play Cecilia
Valdés, for example, is mentioned throughout the guidebook, in various historical and literary asides. The story portrays a beautiful mixed-race woman who falls
in love with her half-brother, a white Spaniard, while rebuking the advances of a
Black lower-class musician. Although the play ends in tragedy for Cecilia, who is
thrown in prison after attempting revenge on her former upper-class lover, Terry
deploys the allure of La Mulata Cecilia to encapsulate the island as a land of romantic availability. The guide lauds the play as perfectly portraying “Cuban life, feminine intrigue, slavery and Spanish colonial episodes,” the central charms of the island to American tourists.73 Indeed, Terry presents Cecilia Valdés as “a masterpiece
of power, beauty and charm; fairly drenched with tropical grace and a woman’s
consuming love of love.”74 In this way, the guide invokes the celebrated and widely-known image of the sexualized, mixed-race Caribbean woman to invite the tourist to seek out his own Cecilia Valdés in the harbours of Havana.
Aside from preparing the tourist with descriptions of Cuban women’s appearances, personalities, and desires, as well as their sexual availability, the guide also
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directly informs travellers of amorous entertainment in Havana. Some of these remarks warn the tourist of particularly seedy establishments, where the pursuit of
pleasure came at a cost. For example, Terry alludes to certain theatres “for men only
(para hombres solamente)” where one could find “vulgar pantomime and obscene
suggestion.”75 The “plays” at these establishments were performed by “globular females with violent complexions and belladonna eyes” that only a truly desperate
or “prurient” man would desire.76 The guide emphasizes that visits to such establishments, although technically legal, could land the tourist in hot water. Patrons
could be subjected to police raids, having their wallet stolen, or perhaps worst of all,
exposure to “an entomological congress in which pulex irritans or Phthirius pubic
are inconspicuous but hungry elements.”77 Informing the tourist of the potential for
public embarrassment or even parasites, Terry takes responsibility for protecting
travellers from their unchecked impulses, or at least by suggesting which establishments were not worth the risk while still providing the details for said pleasure
dens.
While the guide warns the tourist against seedier or more dangerous destinations for sexual pleasure, it also hints at where to go or what to look for instead.
When describing the intricacies of windows in Havana, Terry notes in an aside
that in “certain naughty places where the bud and blossom of the half-world foregather and practice wicked arts,” a tourist might find himself greeted by “an impish
courtezan face” who calls “venga para acá (come here!).”78 Immediately following
this passage is another picture of what the tourist might see through an open window, from “generous, fugitive glimpses of alluring interiors” to “feminine forms
in provocatively revealing negligee.”79 Although these sentences describe different
scenes, one suggesting a potential brothel and the other detailing an accidental
intimate glance into a regular home, both rely on sexualized representations of Cuban women. The tourist is thus primed to see Cuba’s culture of open windows as
not just an interesting example of cultural difference, but also as an opportunity for
voyeurism, to spot beautiful women in a state of undress—or, depending on the
neighbourhood, to purchase sex.
In its dedication to informing the tourist about everything he could desire during his trip, the guidebook also addresses prostitution directly, despite its taboo
status. Prostitution in Cuba was dubiously legal and deregulated at the time although it was looked down upon by many Cubans and, in Havana, restricted to
a specific area of town.80 The guide includes several paragraphs on prostitution in
its section on Havana’s nightlife, teasing that “those in the know easily find delirious haunts where star-eyed, radiant-faced señoritas and surprisingly emancipated demoiselles dance the winsome and beguiling habanera without fear of being
pinched by some horse-faced minion of the law.”81 Indeed, to further assure the
tourist that local police would employ a hands-off approach, the guide stresses the
authorities’ “solicitude for one’s safety rather than an inquisitional boring into one’s
private affairs.”82 The tourist might thus conclude that he could pursue his desires
without fear of the repercussions he might experience in North America, making
Havana an attractive destination for those seeking out sexual encounters.
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Finally, for ever-curious travellers explicitly looking for sex, the guide provides
more specific information on where to find brothels or prostitutes in Havana. While
remarking that “hetairism” remains a “delicate sociological evil,” and that “brothels
and harlotry are not supposed to exist in Havana but it is believed that they do,”
Terry seemingly ignores his own moral judgement and his supposed doubt of the
industry’s existence to provide further information. Terry then lists a series of roads
and wharves where “the salaciously-inclined may witness startling scenes in the
flesh or by means of moving pictures.”84 In case the exact roads were not enough
for the tourist to find his way, the guide also provides a helpful hint to look for “the
cryptic number soixante-neuf (sesenta y nueve, or 69)” on the houses in order to
locate said establishments with ease.85
These pseudo-warnings against Havana’s nightlife continue, as the guide illuminates the particular perils of the women on the wharves. Terry describes these
areas after dark as “a prurient spot resorted to by courtesans varying in complexion
from peach white to coal black; 15-year old flappers and ebony antiques […] studiously displaying their physical charms.”86 The women are portrayed as “gossamer
wantons with loving dispositions, who are brutally referred to as p—s and prostitutas,” known to “practice the scarlet arts of Aspasia and sacrifice themselves on
the altar of Aphrodite.”87 Despite a tepid suggestion that tourists avoid these areas,
Terry includes precise details on where to find women selling sex, indicating that
readers desired such information despite prevailing North American social mores
regarding prostitution. Regardless of how Terry might have personally felt about
the trade, evidenced by his numerous cautions against seeking out sex workers in
Cuba, prostitution was relevant enough to the tourist experience that he includes
it amongst more banal travel tips. In other words, Terry’s considerable effort in
marketing Cuba as a lust-filled destination required the commodification of Cuban
women’s bodies through advertisements for Havana’s sex trade.
Terry’s Guide to Cuba demonstrates succinctly how tourist guidebooks both
created and facilitated male visitors’ desires. While emphasizing repeatedly the
beauty of the island through enticing feminine descriptions, as well as the physical
beauty of Cuban women, the guidebook creates a sexual expectation for men travelling to Cuba. Allusions to Havana’s “many beautiful Cuban women” and boasts
that travellers would be “swooning beneath the ardent blaze of a passionate sun”
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alongside explicit guides to Havana’s sex trade were meant to draw men to Cuba as
a pleasure destination.88 These guidebooks contributed to the sexualized, exoticized
representation of Cuban women in the promotion of the tourist trade, as their bodies became intimately tied to the landscape of tourism and the entertainment that
tourists sought out during their short stays.
Conclusion: Women’s Agency in the Tourism Dynamic
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uring the golden years of Cuban tourism in the Long 1920s, tourist
guidebooks relied heavily on sexualized, racialized representations of Cuban
women. Painting Cuba as a land of beautiful and sexually available ladies, promoters of tourism enticed male travellers to the island, so they might empty their wallets for the possibility of a romantic or sexual encounter. Through a mixture of coy
descriptions of Havana’s maidens’ sexual availability and appearance and explicit
information on the sex trade, these guidebooks constructed Cuba as a pleasure
island filled with seductive landscapes and irresistible entertainment, as well as alluring, racially diverse women, eager to satisfy North American men’s desires. In
doing so, these guidebooks centred the pursuit of sex as a mainstream tourist attraction in Cuba, giving the island its long-lasting reputation as the “brothel of the
Caribbean,” which haunted it throughout the twentieth century.
Given that tourism advertising was developed, promoted, and written by a select group—namely, the Cuban Tourism Committee, foreign industry investors,
and private guidebook authors—the Cuban women whose representations were
central to the industry’s marketing strategy likely had little to do with their depictions. Although it is impossible to ascertain how Cuban women felt about their
representations in guidebooks, it is unlikely that they had much input on decisions
to portray them as physically attractive, romance-seeking, and sexually available.
Promotional materials like guidebooks were usually written by “experienced travelers,” who, in the interwar years, were mostly men. In other words, these guidebooks
were written by and for white American men. The authors spoke their audience’s
language and shared similar cultural understandings and social expectations, making them a trustworthy source for would-be travellers. Besides relating the benefits
of the US intervention in independent Cuba, and the supposedly near-universal
consent of the Cuban people to American intervention, these authors harnessed
the image of Cuban women to further a narrative of American sexual domination over the island, in both metaphorical and literal terms. Although it is possible
that guidebook writers consulted with local Cubans and had an understanding of
Cuban culture—as suggested by the many pages dedicated to explaining cultural and social intricacies to a foreign audience—ultimately, they wrote from their
own perspective as privileged foreigners. The fetishization of Cuban women as objects of desire and adventure for American men thus reflects the power imbalance
maintained by foreign, American men over the local population, entrenching these
specific roles for Cuban women in the burgeoning tourism industry for decades to
come.

Ruby Guyot
Understanding the significance of representation in the tourist dynamic in independent Cuba is an ongoing process. We may never know, for example, how
American men who consulted these guidebooks actually used them, and whether guides to romance on the island truly inspired dogged pursuers to roam the
wharves looking for sex. Even the women who were represented may have had
their own stake in these representations—some Cuban women may have benefitted
from the increased tourist attention, whether financially, socially, or even personally. However, it is clear more work must be done to understand how women in
particular experienced the emergence of the tourism industry in Cuba and their
representations within it. The conventional portrayal of women as supposedly
lacking engagement with historical processes—women as spectators, or as counterparts to the transformations driven by men—continues to be an untenable and
uncritical way of examining the past. A more thorough examination of tourism
in Cuba, which fully incorporates the perspectives of locals, and more specifically
local women, is necessary to understand the complex power dynamics at play in
the cultivation of the industry.
The tourism boom in Cuba did not last forever, with the economic depression
of the 1930s temporarily tapering the desire for international travel, and the 1920s
represented the peak of the island as a tropical playground. Nowhere else could
Americans find salacious entertainment so close to home, with tourists lured into
casinos and clandestine movie houses throughout the decade. For eager travellers
and industry makers alike, the construction of Cuba as a pleasure island through
the proliferation of guidebooks provided ample opportunity for sun, sand, and sex,
where American men could fulfill romantic fantasies sold to them by clever advertisers. For the women on sale, however, the realities of having their bodies exhibited
as attractions for the benefit of foreign men were not as idyllic as these advertisements made them out to be. ◆
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